Home Learning
Year 4 – Week Commencing 19th April 2021
English –

Maths -

Monday
LO: To develop
rich
understanding of
words associated
with trying hard

Tuesday
LO: To plan a
biography

Monday

Tuesday

to divide and
describe the same
whole when
divided into
differing numbers
of equal parts.

to learn to
understand
fraction rotation
to help represent
the relationship
between the part
and the whole.

Science
Lesson question: How are different sounds produced?
● Describe how sounds are produced
● Describe ways that different sounds can be made
● Make your own instrument

Music
Monophonic texture
In this lesson we will learn about how we can recognise,
perform and create monophonic textures in our music
PSHE
Come to my aid! Broken Bones
-know the most common broken bones
-know how to react if they think someone has broken a bone
-be able to identify if a bone may be broken or sprained.
-take a picture of them putting a sling on a family member
-write a checklist of when to ring 999
CLICK HERE FOR LESSON LINK
P.E
In this lesson, we will explore traditional Greek dance. We
will learn a movement pattern and then get creative by
making our own movements.

Wednesday
LO: To practise
and apply
knowledge of
unstressed vowels
in polysyllabic
words, including
test
Wednesday
to begin to use
and understand
the terms
'numerator' and
'denominator'
alongside the
language learnt in
previous lessons.

Thursday
LO: To write a
biography

Thursday
to name unit
fractions and
match the with
the fraction
notation and a
picture
representation
using the same
language learnt in
previous lessons.

Friday
LO: To write a
biography

LO: To edit a
biography
Friday

to investigate
fractions using
strips of paper
and lines

History
Who was Julius Caesar?
● He was a renowned general, politician and scholar in
ancient Rome.
● He conquered the vast region of Gaul and helped initiate
the end of the Roman Republic when he became dictator of
the Roman Empire.
CLICK HERE FOR LESSON LINK
French
Family - Key content

Art
Create a 2D collaged cake stand using your textured surfaces

R.E
How did the religion of Islam begin?
● The historical Muhammad, including the region in which
Islam began and expanded from (Mecca and Medina within
modern day Saudi Arabia)
● The belief that the Muhammad was the final prophet and
messenger of God
● Mohammed had many revelations which were later
written down
CLICK HERE FOR LESSON LINK

